
PUBLISHER: Ubi Soft
DEVELOPER: Ubi Soft / Disney Interactive

PLATFORM : GBC

CATEGORY/GENRE : Platform game

Scenario

On a special assignment to reveal Merlock’s identity, Daisy, the world famous reporter, 
disappears under mysterious circumstances. 

Donald asks Gyro Gearloose for help. He can use Gyro’s crazy new invention - a 
teleporter - to send the evil Merlock to another dimension once and for all. But first, he has 
to rescue his sweet heart Daisy!

After Donald frees Daisy from Merlock, he sets off for a new adventure, to find the 
blueprints scattered all over the world by Merlock. They will allow Gyro to complete his 
Gyro-Gamma-Tubal-Teleport and send Merlock (and Donald) into the D-Dimension.

Description

GBC only

A platform game with lots of personality, featuring the hot-tempered Donald Duck

A gameplay that fits Donald’s explosive personality : the mood system
 Donald begins each level,  determined,  expecting everything to go his way. But

things simply won’t go as planned !
 When hit, he explodes in frustration and goes berserk  for a few seconds. (In the

GBC  version  Donald  is  “transparent”  and  is  invulnerable  for  a  few  seconds).
Calming down, he becomes angry. If Donald gets hit again in his angry state, he
passes out.
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 When Donald is determined, and gets a Candy (there are two types of candies in
the GBC version), he becomes hyperactive for several seconds, which allows him
to discover hidden parts of the game.

4 worlds : The city of Duckberg, Magica’s Haunted Manor, Merlock’s Ancient Temple, the
Rocky Forest + a Timewarp Room

6 levels per world – 24 levels in all 
-1 chase level
-3 regular levels
-1 Boss level 
-1 Bonus level
-Linear sequence  the 1st time you play: finish level 1 to enter level 2, etc…After saving 
Daisy, navigation between the levels is free.

Donald’s actions 
Walk, run, jump, double jump, slide, crawl, climb, butt-stop, smash, attack (Donald 
jumps over enemies and knocks them out).

Multiple goals
 Complete all levels and beat the bosses to rescue Daisy
 Re-explore all levels to find the parts of the teleporter and thus, reach the bonus 

world
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